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1. INTRODUCTION
Most social scientists regard actions of individuals as a key unit of analysis
in the development of society. For this reason much work has gone into pro-
ducing a computer modeling infrastructure that focuses attention on society as
constitutedbymultipleandparallelautonomousactions,suchasindividualhu-
man choices or outcomes from institutional bodies such as juries or committees.
The key technologies in this infrastructure are toolkits for building agent-based
models,whichdescribeandinvestigatetheautonomous,adaptive,andreﬂexive
nature of people [Epstein and Axtell 1996; Kohler and Gumerman 2000; North
et al. 2006; Minar et al. 1996; Parker 2001]. Social change is a broad process,
constituted by millions of actions by autonomous actors over long durations. Lo-
cating a signiﬁcant unit of action in this large-scale process is, to say the least,
a challenging problem. Are human actions so thoroughly situated or unique
that social change cannot be explained by general laws of human action? The
least we can do is postulate laws about how individuals take action and test if
these can reproduce patterns in silico that match real world patterns of social
change.
We have designed a simulation laboratory, ViSAGE (Virtual Laboratory for
the Simulation and Analysis of Social Group Evolution), as a solution to the
problem of understanding social change from an autonomous agent perspec-
tive. The laboratory does this by facilitating the creation of a class of mod-
els to understand social groups as the signiﬁcant unit in determining human
and social processes. The social constraints and patterning of units directly
above the individual are emphasized in these models. In this article we re-
port on the design of ViSAGE. We ﬁrst give some background to the model.
Next we detail each component. We then describe a set of simulation experi-
ments that we used to further design and clarify ViSAGE and discuss future
research.
1.1 The Virtual Laboratory Research Method
Methods for gathering, storing, and analyzing data of social phenomena are
numerous and diverse. Social research methods range from highly qualitative
and unstructured case studies such as grounded theory, where analytical cate-
gories are discovered during the research [Glasser and Strauss 1967], to highly
quantitative studies that focus in on interaction among a few well-established
variables across a wide population [Byrne 2002]. Regardless of how a study is
structured methodologically, the tension and theme of social science, and the
argument for qualitative analysis, is the relevance of changing contexts to hu-
man action [Miles and Huberman 1994]. To study changing contexts, one must
have a method and tools for analyzing and conceptualizing patterns of behavior
and social organization at varying levels and scales. The complexity of social ex-
istence is tied to the fact that in social settings the individuals who constitute a
settingarethemselves“livingin,”orattunedwith,divergentandmultiplesocial
structures, such as in-group cliques or collective identities. Human activity is
situated within overlapping material and social contexts. The potential of com-
puter simulation in helping to understand social complexity lies in formalizing
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Fig. 1. ViSAGE is an experimental system design.
and exploring the various ways individuals are situated among other people,
and inside groups.
In addition to understanding changing contexts, another beneﬁt of using
computer modeling and simulation is constructing formalisms for categoriz-
ing large sets of data and comparing human populations. For example, the
recent explosion in data from online social networks has created a challenge
in sampling data. Given that these data sets contain tens of millions of users,
where does one bound the study? How does one go about dividing these popula-
tions into meaningful groups? ViSAGE can do such a classiﬁcation by directing
theory-building into micro-laws, which are then used to automatically learn
characteristics of individuals and groups in the community. These data are
learned about groups and therefore enable the researcher to intelligently com-
pare and investigate classes of groups and communities. Once parameters are
learned, actors, groups, and communities can be classiﬁed based on the model
settings. These classes then can be used to drive case study research.
The purpose of ViSAGE, just as with any natural science laboratory, is to
establish an experimental system where claims and insights about nature are
supported through the iterative and collaborative creation of models, language,
and practices. ViSAGE entails an iterative process (see Figure 1) where micro-
lawsarepostulatedandthenformalizedthroughforwardsimulation.Anactor’s
actions are governed by micro-laws [Goldberg et al. 2003] which may be: per-
sonal attributes (e.g. some people like to go out with a bunch of people, but some
would prefer one to one), the actions of other actors (e.g. the actor may join a
group because his/her friend is a member of that group), and the inﬂuence of
the community (e.g. some people take an action because it is expected by some
communities). These micro-laws are then used to classify actors in real human
communities. The learned distribution and range of classes are then used as in-
put in forward simulation; the resulting artiﬁcial society compared to the real
society. The micro-laws are then updated and reworked based on these com-
parisons. Finally micro-laws become the basis for case study research where
social scientists seek to understand if and how the micro-laws exist in contex-
tually rich local settings, by following the processes groups and individuals go
through.
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Fig. 2. Usage of ViSAGE.
The ability to locate inconsistencies and problems with existing theory, dis-
cover linkages among theories, and formalize directions for research projects
improves and advances as this experimental system is used, becomes more or-
ganized, and the tools within that space made more efﬁcient. This improved
capacity for theory building and social inquiry based on the adoption and ge-
nealogical elaboration of instrumentation is known as rapid discovery social
science [Sallach 2003; Collins 1994]. Analyses of ViSAGE results will work to-
ward the development of rapid discovery social science in the following three
ways:
(1) Theory development. The laboratory allows for the exploration and formal-
ization of how different levels, scopes, scales, and dimensions of social re-
ality interact. This is achieved through the automated display of patterns
derived from agent-based processes.
(2) Theory resolution. Through the formalization of social existence and the
rapid production of patterns in silico that correspond to theory, the labora-
tory will help researchers see the connections among different social the-
ories and allow for novel synthesis of theories. Such synthesized theories
can become a resource for the design of grounded case studies.
(3) Theory display. In order to develop new theories of social phenomena and
resolve contradictory theories in a systematic and rapid fashion, novel ways
of visualizing social structures and displaying complex data will have to be
developed. ViSAGE will aid in that task.
1.2 Usage of ViSAGE
People can use ViSAGE as a tool for studying emergent behavior in social
networks, and Figure 2 shows the general framework of using ViSAGE. To
illustrate the value of ViSAGE, consider the case of designing an educational
program to instill the values and skills of entrepreneurship and technology
management in ethnic minorities. These values and skills could be taught to
students through classroom learning and through a team business plan project
over the course of a multi-week, immersive educational program. The purpose
of using ViSAGE would be to study changes in the values of the students by
modeling the dynamics of the social groups and their networks. To do so, we
wouldgathercommunicationsandsocialnetworkdataamongstudentsandfac-
ulty using direct observation, participant reporting, interviews, and automated
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logging of online communications. We would use this data to identify social
groups and the characteristics of these groups as they change over time. This
data is then reverse engineered using ViSAGE to categorize actors into two be-
havioral categories called ambition and leadership. The distribution and pop-
ulation of actors with different ambition and leadership conﬁgurations are our
distributed theories of practice for the community from which our data was
gathered. Micro-laws drive the evolution of the social group data and are a hy-
pothesis about the real human practices that are a major component in how
social groups develop. The result of our work would be presented to those re-
sponsible for the design and implementation of the educational program.
Thus there are three modes in which ViSAGE could be used: (1) as a tool
for understanding the behavior of a society given its micro-laws; (2) as a tool
to validate postulated micro-laws against observed evolution by simulating for-
ward and comparing with the data; (3) as a tool for determining the micro-laws
by searching for those parameters that through simulation, can be validated
against the data.
2. BACKGROUND TO VISAGE APPROACH
While toolkits are developed for general use and can model a broad range of
theoriesandperspectives,instrumentsthatallowfortheconstructionofseveral
modelsofthesamephenomenonaroundasetofspeciﬁctheoreticalassumptions
are laboratories [Van der Veen et al. 2001; Sierhuis et al. 2003]. Grimm and
Railsback [2005] note that modeling technologies are designed to be ﬂexible
and represent a diversity of problem classes to speciﬁc models that are meant
torepresentasinglesystemorecology.Flexibletechnologies,theysay,foragent-
based modeling are modeling toolkits or environments such as Repast [North
et al. 2006], Swarm [Minar et al. 1996], or Ascape [Parker 2001]. An example of
a speciﬁc model, on the other hand, would be the Village Project, which is large-
scale model of pre-European land use and settlement patterns in Southwestern
Colorado [Kohler et al. 2007]. Mid-range simulation technologies are good for
comparing similar societies using a set of theories and frameworks. A good
example of this is NOMAD, which has been used to study nomadic cultures in
South and North America and in Africa [Kuznar and Sedlmeyer 2005]. These
mid-range simulation technologies we refer to as laboratories since they entail
stable sets of practices for theory building and testing.
ViSAGEisalaboratoryforcreatingandexperimentingonmodelsofdynamic
socialgroupprocessesfromanagent-basedperspectiveandisthereforesituated
inanemergingﬁeldknownascomputationalsocialscience,orsocialsimulation.
It is also based on relationships among actors and the overlaps among groups,
so there is a strong social network component to ViSAGE. We ﬁrst give some
background on social network analysis and how ViSAGE ﬁts into this area of
research and then we discuss the relationship to agent-based modeling.
2.1 Social Network Analysis
Over the last decades great efforts have been made to formalize and clarify
the structure of social relationships as networks [Freeman 2004; Monge and
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Contractor 2003; Wasserman and Faust 1994]. The proliferation of communi-
cations networks and technologies has supported this effort in two important
ways. First, network technologies have given a formal approach to engineering
communication and human interaction. Second, the existence and employment
of these technologies by real human communities can allow for the gathering of
large amounts of interaction data. Without a doubt, network technologies have
increased our capacity to understand such structures by creating informated
ﬁeld sites [Zuboff 1988; Butler 1999; Kraut et al. 2004]. Telephone commu-
nications, email communications, and online community interaction, for ex-
ample, have provided researchers with resources to quickly gather relational
data.
The large amount of relational data that is generated by electronic social
interaction requires new/different frameworks for categorizing and analyzing
social structure. The opportunity for innovative research here is considerable.
With such data comes the possibility of analyzing and interacting with new and
more complex patterns. We have to ask ourselves what types of patterns are
importantinsuchananalysiswithsuchdata?Howdowesystematicallyexplore
suchpossibilities?Oneanswerliesattheintersectionofsocialnetworkanalysis
[WassermanandFaust1994]andsituatedagent-basedmodeling[Sallach2003;
Epstein 1999].
The epistemological commitments of social network analysis as outlined by
Linton Freeman in his history of social network analysis [Freeman 2004] are
key for this new genre of categorization. A pure vision of network analysis
makes claims about social groups and actors without looking at the attributes
of these groups and actors. If an actor is male or female, European or North
American, a manager or a shop ﬂoor technician..., it should not factor as
much in the analysis. Such an epistemological commitment comes at the be-
ginning stages of analysis; one cannot fully neglect the classic social divisions
of race/ethnicity, gender, class, and age. Patterns are recognized at the net-
work level ﬁrst, which then gives meaning to these classic social categories.
The social network analysis approach is further expanded through the use of
computer modeling techniques, known as agent-based modeling (ABM), that
formalize the speciﬁcation and identiﬁcation of actor attributes.
2.2 Agent-based Modeling (ABM)
Agent-based modeling is a powerful tool in the analysis of social networks and
in social analysis at large. Agents can be either complex or simple [Billari et al.
2006]. They can have attributes that are exogenous or endogenous to a so-
cial network. For example, the Agent Based Identity Repertoire (ABIR) model,
developed by Ian Lustick, focuses heavily on exogenous attributes, identity at-
tributes, to deﬁne how the patterns become expressed in an artiﬁcial society
[Lustick and Miodownik 2002; Van der Veen et al. 2001]. David Sallach’s pro-
gram of interpretive agents or situated agents, on the other hand, focuses much
moreontheabilityofagentstoseethestructurethattheyareembeddedwithin,
and they are deﬁned by how they see and interpret those structures or network
locations [Sallach 2003; Sallach and Mellarkod 2005].
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In the current implementation of ViSAGE, the agent attributes are mostly
endogenous to the social network (we know nothing about the agents besides
how they move in a particular social structure). Attributes of our agents are
deﬁned by where and how the agent persists in a particular location or position
in a social network. Social theorizing in this model therefore consists of linking
the persistence of a particular social location to particular agent behaviors. The
complexity of such a view is limitless and therefore requires heavy investments
inanalyticaltoolsthateasilychangetheworld-modelsthateachagenthas(how
they see or experience and act in their social worlds) and help to visualize the
various levels and units of analysis that emerge from the massive interaction
of various and different world-models [Chattoe 2002].
2.3 Machine Learning
While much of the work in social network analysis and agent-based modeling
involves growing networks, ViSAGE combines these approaches with machine
learning techniques to reverse engineer the appropriate micro-laws (appropri-
ate parameters in ViSAGE) of a community based on either the observed set
of communications among actors without knowing semantic contents, or the
observed social group evolution.
Most of the traditional methods of social network studies are labor intensive.
Peopleinterviewandanalyzethedatabyhandinmostofthecases.Theyusually
spend a lot of time and can only work on a small amount of data. The results
can more easily be subjective and less accurate, or even misleading. Marsden
[1990] and Somekh and Lewin [2005] address some of the traditional research
methods in the social sciences, but when there is a large amount of data or a lot
of research objects, it is really painful for the sociologist to use those traditional
research methods. Butler [1999] analyzes newsgroup data by hand and only
works on a small amount of data. We apply social theories to ViSAGE as a
tool to automatically ﬁnd the appropriate miro-laws, so it is a powerful tool for
sociologists to use for research.
Due to the growing popularity and interest in social network analysis (SNA),
especially because of the booming exposure of online communities, researchers
have started to use different methods to help them collect and study the struc-
ture of social networks as well as analyze the ranges/factors of social dynam-
ics. Sanil et al. [1996] address model-ﬁtting in a very limited setting using
very simple models. Our work addresses the problem using a much more gen-
eral setting, where models are constructed using ViSAGE; micro-laws can be
learned from network data using these models. Snijders [2001] uses Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods to simulate how the links among ac-
tors evolve. Other works also focus on the links among actors, for example
LatentSpacemodel[Hoffetal.2002],DynamicLatentSpacemodel[Sarkarand
Moore 2005], Probabilistic Relational Models [Adamic and Ader 2003; Getoor
et al. 2003] (PRMs), and so on. In ViSAGE, the actors’ actions are governed
by micro-laws, and the changes of the relationships (links) among actors rep-
resent the actors’ actions. Based on the paths of the actors’ actions, we can
use reverse engineering techniques to discover the appropriate micro-laws in
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ViSAGE. Backstrom et al. [2006] use a decision-tree approach to determine
some properties of the social network. The decision-tree approach is a deter-
ministic process, which is different from our approach in using the stochastic
process to determine actors’ behaviors. The reason is that in social networks,
even under the same environment, actors do not necessarily possess or reﬂect
the same behaviors.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE LABORATORY
ViSAGE is an agent-based statistical simulation of social group formation and
group change over time. In this section we provide an overview of the labo-
ratory and how the components of the laboratory are related. There are four
components in the laboratory: the resource model, the actor and group model,
the membership model, and the action valuing model (Figure 3). The power of
this laboratory is the ability to “rewire” the way components are related, where
each conﬁguration is a social theory in and of itself.
Agents in the system have two key attributes. The ﬁrst attribute is the spec-
iﬁcation of the innate capacity, both mental and physical, of an actor to engage
in social intercourse, which is part of the resource model. We call this variable
resources (see Sections 4.2 and B.3). There is a limit on the ability of an actor
to repeat preferred patterns of behavior; resources speciﬁes this limit. Through
participation in social groups, an actor’s resources deplete. This depletion is
intensiﬁed by the kind of group the actor is a member of. Thus, the manner in
which groups are classiﬁed by the analyst is an important location of theorizing
and experimentation and will have effects on the way the society of actors and
groups changes on the whole.
The second attribute is a preference for speciﬁc kinds of groups, which is part
of the membership model (see Sections 4.3.2 and B.6). This preference is sub-
jective and intersubjective, which means that it is considered a personal pref-
erence, but it is also a preference that is socially learned. We assume that these
preferencesareconsistentlyenactedfunctionalpatternsofbehavior.Thus,pref-
erences are building blocks of larger processes, be they for individual, social,
cultural, and/or evolutionary ends. As default in the laboratory there are three
categories that are deﬁned by preferences for group size; small, medium, or
large groups.1
In ViSAGE, groups are deﬁned by how actors enter into them (see
Section 4.1.2)andtheyarecategorizedintwodifferentwaysthataresigniﬁcant
1The choice of group size and three group sizes as default in ViSAGE was based on two factors.
The ﬁrst is availability of data. Group size was something that was easily available to us since we
are using communications networks data and a clustering algorithm that puts actors into groups.
We were also using chat room and newsgroup data so membership counts were, again, also readily
available data. Group size was the easiest form of data to access. It is also logical that in some of
these communications environments individuals use group size as a factor in choosing to enter the
group. This is most prevalent in chat rooms and newsgroups. Communications networks such as
email communications where we had to use a clustering algorithm to detect groups makes difﬁcult
the claim that actors are using the cluster information to take action. Three group size categories
were chosen because more than three would make machine learning computationally difﬁcult and
we desired as many categories practicable.
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Fig. 3. Relationship of components in ViSAGE.
to actor preference and actor resources. In the current implementation of the
system,actorsprefergroupsofrelativelyspeciﬁcsize:small,mediumandlarge.
Thus actors are classiﬁed into three types based on their preference for the size
of groups.
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The second class of group categories is much more involved. There are two
measures that make up this class. The ﬁrst is the bonding quality of the group
and the second is the bridging quality of the group (these are further explained
anddeﬁnedinSections4.2andB.3).Groupscanbelinkedtomanyothergroups,
and thus facilitate bridging across a community, and/or be linked to groups that
are in turn also linked, thus facilitating bonding in a community. Bridging and
bonding are measured using standard network measures of degree and density
[Wasserman and Faust 1994]. These two categories inﬂuence the intensity of
resource depletion.
Actors and groups become associated (an actor becomes a member of a group,
and a group gains another member) through a selection process that is initiated
by the agent and then ﬁnalized by the group (see Sections 4.3 and B.6). First,
the actor makes a choice based on the resources left over from their current
afﬁliations—excess resources. Once the state of joining is entered (the decision
to join is made) the actor locates a preferred group from the list of groups. The
groupthenacceptsorrejectsanactor’sattempttojoin.Alsoatthistime,anactor
accepts or rejects a group based on a further set of preferences (see Section 4.3).
After a new social conﬁguration is established (an actor becomes associated
with a new group, leaves a group, or the properties of the actor’s joined groups
change) excess resources is calculated. The intensity with which resources are
depleted is connected to the degree of bonding and bridging each group exer-
cises. If an actor is a member of groups with high amounts of bridging and
high amounts of bonding then their excess resources will be taxed. However, as
speciﬁedintheactionvaluingmodel,anactorgeneratesreturnedsocialcapital,
which lessens the impact of bridging and bonding costs. This is because social
capital has been theorized as something that makes social intercourse easier
andmoreefﬁcient.Returnedsocialcapitaliscalculatedbycomparingthediffer-
ence between an actor’s choice given excess resources and a socially normative
action that an actor should have taken given a level of excess resources (see
Sections 4.4 and B.5).
3.1 Communicating Ideas
The data produced by the simulation laboratory may be used to generate dis-
plays both for ﬁnding new social theories and improving on the algorithmic
models included in the system. ViSAGE therefore acts as a boundary object
between two disciplines and should display results in a manner that allows for
communication between disciplines. These displays may also be used to com-
municate social ideas to new audiences.
The system is designed to provide ﬂexible plotting mechanisms in order to
view and interpret the resulting data. Figure 4 shows the current default plots
produced by the simulator. The group size distribution plot (a) shows the dis-
tribution of group sizes over time. This is useful in both determining when the
system has reached a steady state and also the group sizes and group conﬁgu-
rations that are preferred by the society.
The group time distribution (b) displays the average time that each actor
has spent in groups. A steeper slope in this curve indicates actors who are
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Fig. 4. Some output plots of the laboratory.
more static in their group membership, while a shallow slope shows that actors
are exploring more of the group space instead of remaining in a few groups
throughout the simulation.
The bridging and bonding plot (c) indicates where the actors are spend-
ing their resources in the society. If actors are using their resources more for
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bridging, they are using resources to meet many people in the society. If actors
are instead concentrating resources on bonding, they are spending resources to
build very strong relationships with fewer people.
The group size versus number of intersections plot (d) shows the number of
intersectinggroups(i.e.groupsthatshareatleastoneactorincommon)foreach
group,plottedagainstthegroupsize.Naturally,thisplotwillbeincreasingsince
a larger group size provides more opportunities for other groups to overlap. A
steeper slope in this plot represents a more interconnected and cohesive society.
The group participation plot (e) shows the average group size and number of
groups in which each actor participates. This plot simultaneously shows how
active the actors are in the society and what sizes of groups the actors prefer.
The further up and to the right of the graph, the more groups and the larger
the group size, the more the society is one that values collective identiﬁcation.
Smaller groups and fewer groups indicate a society that does more bonding,2
such as, if we are talking about online communications, chat room discussions.
4. VISAGE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY
ViSAGE is comprised of four smaller, interrelated models:
(1) The actor and group model, which deﬁnes the properties of the actor and
group objects,
(2) the resource model, which deﬁnes how the drive actors have to engage in
the community changes,
(3) the membership model, which speciﬁes how actors and groups associate or
disassociate with one another, and
(4) the action valuing model, which deﬁnes how the individual, group, and
community levels are related to one another.
In this section, we will describe each component of ViSAGE, how they operate,
andhowtouseconﬁgurationparameterstosimulatedifferenttypesofsocieties.
4.1 The Actor and Group Model
Many parameters govern how actors decide whether to join or leave groups,
and also which group the actor desires to join or leave. In this discussion, we
will consider the parameters for a speciﬁc actor i. The current groups are repre-
sented by sets of actors G j. These groups may overlap, since actors may belong
to more than one group. Let timei
j represent the amount of time that actor i
has spent in group j. Figure 5 shows the actor and group model in VISAGE.
4.1.1 Actor Type. The laboratory allows the user to specify attributes of
the actors in order to model different types of societies. The ﬁrst important
feature of actors is that each has a preference for the size of group he or she is
willing to join. Similarly, some actors tend to join small emerging groups. We
2The term microcoordination may be more neutral here since it is difﬁcult to image heated dis-
cussion or ﬁghts over, for example, politics as bonding. For this article, however, we keep the word
bonding.
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Fig. 5. Actor and group model in ViSAGE.
Fig. 6. The distribution of the group sizes changes between the default case of all socialites (a) and
the case with equal amounts of leaders, followers, and socialites (b). These plots also show that the
distribution of the group sizes for the default parameter settings stabilizes after the ﬁrst 200 time
steps.
call these actors leaders. The fraction of leaders is set using the LeaderPercent
parameter.Theactorswhotendtojoinmoderatesizedgroupsarecallsocialites.
ThefractionofsocialitesinthesocietyisspeciﬁedbySocialitePercent,anumber
between zero and one. There is also a third group in ViSAGE, named followers,
who tend to join large, well established groups. The fraction of followers is the
remaining actors not speciﬁed to be leaders or followers. Providing different
proportionsofleaders,followersandsocialitesproducessocietalstructureswith
different average group sizes (see Figure 6).
4.1.2 Groups. The way groups are implemented in ViSAGE is based on
a theory of what makes a group. Thus an important part of using ViSAGE is
deciding what counts as a group and how actors know that a group is a group.
The parameter Groups deﬁnes the maximum number of groups possible in a
simulation run, we call these slots. For our description of ViSAGE here, all slots
are social groups, so actors evaluate a slot with no other actors inﬂuencing their
choice to enter a group. Thus, in a simulation run, as default, new groups are
not created and old groups do not disappear.
Future implementations of ViSAGE will make it easier to deﬁne how groups
emerge and collapse in run-time. For example, a group collapses when all mem-
bers of that group leave. Similarly, when an actor looks to join a group and
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there are no suitable groups available then that actor will create a new group
by entering into an empty slot. In this implementation a group is deﬁned as
a slot with one or more actors as members. An actor determines if there are
no suitable groups available through the referencing process that is deﬁned in
Section 4.3.2.
4.1.3 Rank and Qualiﬁcation. As actors spend more time in a group, their
position in the group changes. There is a tendency for more senior members
of a group to have a higher position within the group than junior members.
Also, leaders should have a higher tendency to raise their position within the
group than followers. A higher position requires more effort from the individual
to participate in the group. All of these intuitive behaviors are included in
ViSAGE in the form of an actor’s rank and qualiﬁcation. These parameters
are not conﬁgured initially, rather they are attributes of actors that develop
as the laboratory simulation progresses. We assume that every social group
carries with it a sense of obligation, duty, or responsibility that is felt by each
member.3 At every time step, each group distributes its responsibilities among
the actors present in the group. The amount of responsibility that an actor
receives is referred to as the actor’s rank. The rank of an actor is proportional
to the amount of time that an actor i has been a member of the group Gk:
ri
k =
time
i
kδi
 
j∈Gk time
j
kδi
.
The quantity δi is large for leaders, moderate for socialites, and smaller for
followers.Thiscapturesthepropertythatleadersaremorecapableofadvancing
their rank within a group.
The measure of prestige of an actor is computed as a quantity known as
qualiﬁcation. The actor’s qualiﬁcation qi, is determined as the average rank
of the actor among all the groups of which the actor has been a member. The
rank is weighted to give a stronger weight to ranks from larger groups. The
qualiﬁcationisusedbygroupstodeterminewhethertheactorshouldbeallowed
to enter the group:
qi =
 
ri
k|Gk|
 
|Gk|
.
Similarly, groups have a qualiﬁcation, deﬁned as the average qualiﬁcation
of actors currently participating in the group. For a group Gk this is deﬁned by
the formula:
Qk =
 
i∈Gk
qiri
k.
The higher a group’s qualiﬁcation, the more attractive it will appear to other
actors who are looking for a group to join. The interaction between the actor
and group qualiﬁcation determines whether an actor will be allowed to enter a
3This sense of duty or responsibility varies from group to group in real life, however, this variability
is not yet a part of the current model.
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Fig. 7. Resource model in ViSAGE.
new group. Actors desire to increase their prestige by joining groups with high
qualiﬁcationcompared to their own, but the groups want to keep their prestige
by only allowing actors with high qualiﬁcation to enter.
4.2 Resource Model
The physical and mental capacity an actor has to engage with others in order
to be social, we refer to as an actor’s resources (Ri). The resources of an actor
represents the amount of time or energy that the actor is able to use in social
endeavors. For the current implementation of ViSAGE the amount of resources
given to each actor is constant. Figure 7 shows the resource model in VISAGE.
The ability of an actor to function in the society is also contingent upon the
social resources they has accumulated over time. These social resources are
known as social capital. The social capital of an actor has the affect of mak-
ing social intercourse easier and more efﬁcient for that actor [Putnam 2000].
Therefore we understand social capital to be something that makes joining and
staying in groups more probable. Thus, social capital is an individual property.
That is, as an actor’s social capital increases, it consumes less resources to par-
ticipate in groups within the society. ViSAGE has three different notions of
social capital built into it: bridging social capital (Li
br), bonding social capital
(Li
bo), and returned social capital (CS
i ).
Bridging social capital represents the amount of resources the actor uses
to branch out in society, and thus increase visibility [Putnam 2000]. A good
indicator of this is simply the number of groups that the actor is involved with,
so
Li
br =| G : i ∈ G|.
Bondingsocialcapitaldependsontheactor’srank,orprestige,ineachgroup.
Asactorsspendmoretimeinagroup,theirranktendstoincrease.Theintuition
is that an actor will use more resources in order to maintain membership as
the rank increases. Bonding social capital is then a measure of the knowledge
and experience an individual has about a social group, and it is developed by
individuals spending a great deal of time with one another [Putnam 2000].
Thus we have that the bonding level is the total of all the ranks of an actor:
Li
bo =
 
Gk:i∈Gk
ri
k.
The returned social capital CS
i of an actor is generated from a negotiation
between an individual’s action and the norms of the community. This deﬁnition
is deﬁned more precisely in the valuing action model, Section 4.4.
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In the simulation, the desired interaction of human and social capital
presents itself when actors decide whether to join or leave a group, or to per-
form no action in the current time step. The decision depends on the actor’s
excess resources. The excess resources is what is left of the actor’s resources af-
ter participating in society for that time step. The cost of participation in each
group is contingent upon the bridging component and a bonding component.
The simplest formula for the excess resources is:
Ri
E = Ri − φiLi
br − ψiLi
bo,
where φi is the bridging coefﬁcient, ψi is the bonding coefﬁcient, and Li
br and
Li
bo are the levels of bridging and bonding the actor is currently experiencing.
These coefﬁcients may be set to constants, by setting BridgingCostType and/or
BondingCostType to zero. In this case the coefﬁcients are set with the parame-
ters BridgingParam1 and BondingParam1. However, this simplistic model for
excess resources does not use the concept of social capital. As described ear-
lier, an individual’s social capital is a sort of social lubrication which makes
it easier for the individual to participate in society [Putnam 2000]. In order
to incorporate this idea into ViSAGE, the user must set BridgingParam1 and
BondingParam1 to one. This creates equations for the coefﬁcients which func-
tion as follows:
φi =
BridgingParam1
1 + CS
i
, ψi =
BondingParam1
1 + CS
i
.
In this case, as an individual’s social capital increases, the costs of participating
in society will decrease, allowing the individual to have more participation in
society.
The excess resources are used by the actor to determine what action to take.
If the amount of excess resources is positive, the actor will tend to use that
excess in joining another group. If the excess is negative, the actor will tend to
leave a group in order to reduce the needed cost. If the excess is near zero, the
actor may decide to remain in all of the same groups for the current time step.
This decision is made with the assumption that the actor makes a choice that
optimizes their excess resources to zero. Ideally, the actor would always choose
to perform the action that would make their excess resources in the following
time step as close to zero as possible, since this creates a state of stability.
However, we assume that the actors sometimes make nonoptimal decisions,
which is more realistic. In a society, some actors will overextend themselves
and others will function at a level below their actual abilities. We include this
in the laboratory with a randomized choice behavior that tends to optimize to
zero but leaves the opportunity for actors to seek nonoptimal states.
4.3 Membership Model
The membership model (see Figure 8) determines how an actor moves from one
social conﬁguration to another. This section speciﬁes this process in two parts,
how an actor decides on what action to take, and how the actor executes that
action.
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Fig. 8. Membership model in ViSAGE.
4.3.1 Deciding Actors’ Actions. Figure 9(a) shows the default probablility
of joining, leaving, or remaining in the same groups based on the actors excess
resources. The parameters Aplus and Rhoplus change the shape of the joining
probability function, and similarly Aminus and Rhominus affect the leaving
probablility, while Azero and Rhozero affect the probability of taking no ac-
tion. The parameter Threshold affects all three curves. The equations for these
curves are speciﬁed in Section B.4 in the appendix.
4.3.2 Performing Actors’ Action. At each time step, every actor decides to
leave one group, join one group, or remain in the same groups. In order to
decide which group to join or leave, the actor takes into account the size and
qualiﬁcationofthegroup.Eachclassofactors(leaders,followers,andsocialites)
has a different size preference. The size preference is deﬁned by a function
representing the relative preferences of each group size. The parameters Theta,
GammaLeader, GammaSocialite, and GammaFollower determine the shape of
the equation by the following formula:
SizeAff
i
k =
1
  × Theta
iclassi × (|Gk|+2)(iclassi−1) × e−(|Gk|+2)/Theta,
where iclassi is 1, 3, or 5, if the actor is a leader, socialite, or follower, re-
spectively, |G| is the number of actors in group G, and   is equal to the pa-
rameter value GammaLeader, GammaSocialite,o rGammaFollower, depend-
ing on the actor’s type. The parameter Theta is also deﬁned in the conﬁguration
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Fig. 9. The action probability functions and resulting number of groups versus average group size
per actor for (a) the default parameters with Aplus = 1.0 and (b) Aplus = 8.0.
ﬁle. Figures 10 and 11 show the default size preference functions and also the
changes that take place if GammaSocialite or Theta are changed.
4.3.2.1 Leave One Group In this case, the actor determines the repulsion
toward each group. The actor tends not to leave a group where the rank in that
group is high relative to the rank in other groups. The actor also will be more
likely to leave groups that are not in a size preferrable for the type of actor
(leader, follower, or socialite). Thus an appropriate formula for the repulsion of
actor i toward group k is deﬁned by:
Rep
i
k =
 
1 −
ri
k  
i∈G j r
j
k
 
 
1 − SizeAff
i
k
 
,
where SizeAff
i
k is the size afﬁnity of the actor to the group described previously.
With probabilities in proportion to the repulsions, the actor then chooses the
group to leave, and exits that group.
4.3.2.2 Enter One Group. If the actor decides to enter a group, a selec-
tion process begins between a group and the actor. First, the actor generates
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Fig. 10. The size preference functions and resulting group sizes for (a) the default simulation with
GammaSocialite = 6 and (b) with GammaSocialite = 3.
a list of possible groups to join, Di. This can be done either through a random
process or by references through individuals whom the actor already knows
(individuals who are members of the actor’s current groups). This behavior is
controlled through the parameters ShareAllFrac and ShareProb. ShareAllFrac
speciﬁes the fraction of actors who are willing to share information about the
other groups they are members of, such as the group identity and members
of the group. These actors may not share all their information, however. The
ShareProb speciﬁes the proportion of groups that the sharing actors will dis-
close when asked by the joining actor. Di is generated as follows:
(1) Actor i produces a list of all its group comembers, Mi.
(2) Using ShareAllFrac and ShareProb, actor i generates a list of possible
groups, Di, from Mi.
(3) If Di contains no groups, then set Di to all possible groups.4
4Alternatively one can change this algorithm to deﬁne what counts as a group and what doesn’t.
For example, an actor can create a new group here by setting Di equal to an empty slot. Or one can
set Di here to be a random set of slots with one or more actors. This effectively sets what a group
is and is not, by excluding a slot from any set of groups.
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Fig. 11. The size preference functions and resulting group sizes for (a) the default simulation with
Theta = 4 and (b) with Theta = 10.
Once Di is determined, the actor will choose a group according to both the
size afﬁnity described previously and the qualiﬁcation afﬁnity. The process of
joining a group:
(1) After establishing the list of possible groups, Di, each group is given a
probabilityweight(PJ
i
k)basedonthepropertiesofanactor,i.Thegroupjoin
probablility (PJ
i
k) is the probability that actor i joins a group k, where the
size afﬁnity (SizeAff
i
k) and qualiﬁcation afﬁnity (QualAff
i
k) indicate actor i’s
preference for different properties of group k:
PJ
i
k =
SizeAff
i
k ∗ QualAff
i
k  
j∈Di SizeAff
i
j ∗ QualAff
i
j
.
See Section B.6.4 for speciﬁcations of QualAff
i
k.
(2) Actor i will randomly pick one group k from the list of possible groups based
on the probabilites PJ
i
k and will attempt to join it. Before the actor can
join, the group k has the right to reject actor i’s attempt to join based on
the group’s afﬁnity for the actor, ActorAff
i
k (see Section B.6.5 for details).
The actor gains membership if a randomly generated number, R ∈ [0, 1],
≤ ActorAff
i
k.Therefore,ahigherqualiﬁcationofactori increasesthechance
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Fig. 12. Action valuing model in ViSAGE.
that group k will accept actor i. If group k rejects actor i, actor i will instead
perform the stay action in this time step.
4.3.2.3 Perform No Action. In this case, the actor does not join or leave any
groups. Even though the actor has not chosen to perform any action, this may
affect its social capital as described in the next section.
4.4 Action Valuing Model
Actors, when reﬂexive or aware of their actions, make decisions based on some
beliefs about the world. These beliefs are said to be socially constructed. The
idea of social construction is understood through what is termed the object-
subject schema [Bloor 1999] or structure and agency [Giddens 1984]. The basic
idea here is that for any action there is a mechanism internal to the individual
that drives the action but is limited and expanded by the social and physical
environment where the action occurs. Figure 12 shows the action valuing model
in VISAGE.
4.4.1 Structure and Agency. Actors make choices based upon their own
beliefs about how the world ought to operate and the world either operates in
thatmannerorresistsrespondingtoanactioninthewayimaginedbytheactor.
As is generally accepted, knowledge is not perfect nor can it ever be perfect
and therefore the world will never respond exactly as imagined by an actor.
Complicating this is the fact that humans never have a fully formalized mental
model of a given context, be it social or natural, to keep track of or, even, notice
how well reality corresponds to perception. The relationship between belief and
action, which is key to understanding social behavior, is a complex phenomena
that is contingent upon (1) the degree to which an actor is present or reﬂexive
in his or her choices and (2) the ability of that belief to be revised in light of
changes in the world structure, that the belief is coupled with.
It is important to note that the real world can be perceived along many di-
mensions, even other beliefs, which we understand to be structure. If enough
peoplebelieveinsomethingovertimeitbecomesanobjectorastructure.Money
is a good illustration. One cannot eat money, it has no natural value on its own.
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An American Dollar, for example, might also not have any value in a different
economy, inside a different social, cultural, and political context. Thus money
is a deeply social object that is embodied in a physical system of relationships,
which are further suspended by social relationships. This structure is some-
thing inside of which individuals have to make choices, and about which there
are speciﬁc rules. However, if enough people decide to bend these rules then
the rules can and do change. It is commonly held that this is not the case with
natural systems such as the biology of the cell or the physics of the quark. It
is believed that belief cannot change the way such systems operate. Thus the
relationship between belief, action, and structure is even further made complex
because structure is contingent upon (1) the reality of how actions probe struc-
ture, (2) the manner in which actors perceive structure, and (3) that certain
structures can change based on the perceptions and actions of other actors.
4.4.2 Constructing Value. The back-and-forth between action and a struc-
ture resisting that action is productive along different dimensions. For one,
through this process social practices are developed that actively shape a struc-
ture to generate an objective or physical beneﬁt. For example, following Burt
[1992], if an actor, say a person in a supply chain, seeks out structural holes
and seeks to ﬁll structural holes then he or she will, in Burt’s theory, allocate
more capital [Burt 1992]. On the other hand, social practices generate solidar-
ity among the community of actors who deploy these practices. For example, if
an actor seeks to ﬁll structural holes and a community perceives that as a good
practice, then the community will have positive feelings towards that actor.
The latter is the focus of our laboratory. In ViSAGE, social practices are
speciﬁed using the idea of structure and agency. Using the variable returned
social capital (CS
i ) we track the positive and negative feeling directed toward a
certain actor. These perceptions inﬂuence the actor’s capacity to interact in the
community.
4.4.3 ViSAGE Speciﬁcations. We provide the tools in ViSAGE to simulate
the tension between structure and agency, a social practice, through a series
of functions and parameters beginning with the action probabilities described
in Section 4.3.1. The action probabilities evaluate a real-world variable (in this
case it is excess energy) from the points of view of a structure and of an indi-
vidual actor, an agent. The idea here is that two social things, one deﬁned as
structure and the other as agency, are brought into tension. One is the belief
of the individual (we call this actor choice, Actc) and the second is the common
practices of the society (we call this normative action, Actn) concerning how
that reality ought to translate into action and how action generates a socially
perceived value.
These two actions, calculated from the action probabilities, are then pro-
cessedintheagencyandstructuretable.TableIshowsanexampleoftheagency
and structure table. This table is a tool for formally specifying the practices and
habits of a given society. How the Agency and Structure Table is speciﬁed in
ViSAGE is presented in appendix B.5.5, and how to use this table to update the
returned social capital (CS
i ) is discussed in appendix B.5.
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Table I. The Agency and Structure Table
“structure” Actn
join stay leave
“agency” join 1 −1 −1
Actc stay 0 1 −1
leave 0 0 2
In our current implementation of ViSAGE, the table increases or decreases
an actor’s returned social capital based on their own subjective criteria and
the best choice based on the accepted norm of the community. The idea of the
Structure and Agency Table is to model a socially constructed value, which in
the following example is social capital. While the Structure and Agency Table
need not be turned on to run instances of ViSAGE, we hold that understanding
values and the practices of valuing in a society, are critical for understanding
and modeling how social groups function.
5. THEORY BUILDING IN VISAGE: THE SOCIAL CAPITAL MODEL
In order to develop ViSAGE further we ran a series of experiments. While these
experiments can be used to make insights about social complexity the goal of
these simulation experiments is to better understand how ViSAGE operates to
further design it, clarify it, and make it usable. In this way, these experiments
are a ﬁrst iteration in our iterative experimental system design (Figure 1).
5.1 Modeling Social Capital Practices
The idea that a community’s social structure, its social network properties,
is a resource for producing wealth and positive social outcomes and can be
quantiﬁed or indexed has come to be called social capital [Putnam 2000] or
relational wealth [Diwan 2000]. The concept, because of its generality, has been
widely criticized and has had multiple interpretations [Kadushin 2004; Portes
1998]. In order to model social capital, we make use of the network measures
of social capital—individual-level bridging social capital and individual-level
bonding social capital—formalized in ViSAGE based on Borgatti et al. [1998],
which was discussed in Section 4.2. We then specify a pair of value practices
using the ViSAGE agency and structure framework. Finally, using these value
practices, we deﬁne an experiment and present the results.
The empirical work of Putnam [2000] shows that there has been a struc-
tural change in American communities since the middle of the 20th century.
In general this change has been in the form of how bridging and bonding so-
cial capital is distributed among social groups. Putnam [2000] shows several
trends. In the 50s and 60s small groups with memberships of about two to
seven, such as dinner parties and bowling teams, functioned to bridge indi-
viduals across the community. Large groups with memberships of eight and
up, such as community volunteer organizations and bowling leagues, served a
bonding function, bringing community members into contact. In the 80s and
90sthefunctionofcommunitysocialgroupsﬂip-ﬂoppedfrommidcentury.Small
groups served a bonding function, making already existing relationships even
stronger. Large groups served a bridging function that connected individuals
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Table II. Stay is Valued
Actn
join stay leave
Actc join 0 0 0
stay 1 1 1
leave −1 −1 −1
Table III. Accordance Valued
Actn
join stay leave
Actc join 1 0 −1
stay 0 1 0
leave −1 0 1
Table IV. Civic Class
Norm
join stay leave
Actc join 1 0 −1
stay 1 2 1
leave −2 −1 0
to a broader national or world-wide community. In the last half of the 20th
century the place-based community lost out as an organizational focus of social
capital. How did this happen? While Putnam argues that, primarily technolo-
gies constrained the expressive actions of a civic minded cultural practices, he
also points to generational change: the development of cultural practices with
different values about creating relations with others.
Ortner [2003] argues that the proliferation of the manager professional class
in the second half of the 20th century was a primary force in the development of
late capitalism. While Putnam sees civic mindedness, a cultural practice that
encodes an ethic of reciprocity and place, as the necessary force in developing
the place-based social capital that existed at mid-century, a cultural practice
of individual prosperity, one that seeks to create global relationships, relation-
ships to global capital, rather than community relationships is the foundation
of the post-industrial society, a society that Putnam points to as a sign of the
collapse of the American community [Putnam 2000].
5.1.1 Civic Social Capital Practices. The civic practices for generating so-
cial capital (civic class) are speciﬁed in Table IV and are derived from adding
Table II and Table III together element-by-element. In this culture, actors be-
lieved that staying in groups and having loyalty, is the honorable or good thing
to do. This is speciﬁed by returning a positive number if an actor chooses to
stay in a group, and a negative number if this actor chooses to leave a group
(see Table II). Table II represents the social fact in this particular society that
there is a perceived value in sticking with one’s existing social groups, as would
be an ethic observed in a community-oriented culture. Also, as there is value
in loyalty to existing groups there is also an ethic of following social norms,
of maintaining coordination with the community’s values. This is represented
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Table V. Join is Valued
Actn
join stay leave
Actc join 1 1 1
stay 0 0 0
leave −1 −1 −1
Table VI. Self-Interest Valued
Actn
join stay leave
Actc join 0 0 1
stay 0 0 0
leave −1 0 0
in Table III. Adding these two tables together element-by-elements gives the
model of civic social capital practices.
5.1.2 Manager Social Capital Practices. The manager practices for gener-
ating social capital (manager class) has two speciﬁcations similar to the civic
class. In this culture, actors believe that joining new groups is the good thing
to do. If an actor joins, a positive number is returned, and if they leave, a
negative number is returned (Table V). Again this follows a modern ethic of
networking or building social capital. Second the manager works in his or her
own self interest. Therefore actors break norms when it is in their interest
and coordinate with norms when that is in their interest. An actor is beneﬁted
by going against the view that he or she should leave a group. A simple in-
terpretation is that joining always provides more social capital than leaving
and therefore going against the situated norm to leave a group is valued at a
higher society-wide level. On the other hand if an actor leaves when both the
situated norms and the society-wide value are to join, the actor is not beneﬁted
(Table VI). Adding these two tables together gives the manager social capital
practice.
5.2 Experiment
Robert Putnam claims that communities in the United States have lost place-
based social capital while gaining function-based social capital [Putnam 2000].
Place-based social capital is characterized by the presence of many small
groups, such as a card game group or a dinner party, that function to bridge
across a community, and the presence of many larger groups, such as town hall
meetings or volunteer groups or community work groups, that function to bond
a community. In this view small groups, which we deﬁne to be between two
and seven, will have a relatively high degree and low density and large groups,
whichwedeﬁnetobeeighttotwenty,willhavearelativelyhighdensityandlow
degree. Characteristic of place-based social capital is that small groups bridge
and large groups bond [Putnam 2000].
To test the hypothesis that social capital has decreased from midcentury to
late-centuryAmericancommunitiesweaskifacivicclasscommunitygenerates
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Table VII. Manager Class
Actn
join stay leave
Actc join 1 1 2
stay 0 0 0
leave −2 −1 −1
Fig. 13. Number of groups in civic-minded agent community.
Fig. 14. Number of groups in manager-professional agent community.
social capital in the manner previously discussed, while the manager class
community does not. We ran a total of four simulations classifying the output
of each into a number of small and large groups (Figures 13 and 14) and by
the local-level bridging social capital (Figure 15) and the local-level bonding
social capital (Figure 16) of large and small groups. These ﬁgures were ex-
trapolated and simpliﬁed from the standard ViSAGE output plots shown in
Figures 4(a)–(e) after observing changes of these properties over time. Each
society was initialized with no social structure, with no actors in groups. There-
fore each society began with a null social structure with all actors isolated. For
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Fig. 15. Density for small and large group classiﬁcation; C1 = Table IV and M1 = Table VII.
Fig. 16. Degree for small and large group classiﬁcation; C1 = Table IV and M1 = Table VII.
a further comparison among societies constituted from these different practices
we tested how each of these societies grew inside an environment that affords
differentpossibilitiesforforminggroups,whichwecallopportunityvalues(OV).
OpportunityvaluesaremodeledusingtheGroupsparameterinViSAGE,which
gives agents more opportunities to form active groups. Table VIII shows the hy-
potheses in which societies, constituted by manager practices or constituted
by civic practices, have higher social capital values for each social capital
category.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Theresultsveriﬁedthreeofourfourhypotheses(seeTableIX).Wefocushereon
theresultsfromthebridgingsocialcapitalmeasuresbecausethebondingsocial
capital results, while conﬁrming our expectations, were too close to give a good
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Table VIII. Which Practices Generate Higher Values?
OV Cbr
j Small Cbr
j Large Cbo
j Small Cbo
j Large
1000 Civic Manager Manager Civic
2000 Civic Manager Manager Civic
Table IX. Civic Practices Generate the Highest Bridging
Social Capital Measures
OV Cbr
j Small Cbr
j Large Cbo
j Small Cbo
j Large
1000 Civic Civic Manager Civic
2000 Civic Civic Manager Civic
analysis.5 The civic-produced-societies had much higher bridging social capital
values for both large and small groups. We were incorrect in predicting that
manager societies would have large groups with a higher degree than large
groups in civic societies. There are several reasons for this. The most direct
reason is because the civic societies produced more groups in total than the
manager societies (between 25 and 40 percent more) there was simply more
likelihood of linking with a diversity of other groups. An indirect explanation
for these results is that the groups with the right kind of qualiﬁcations and
sizes were not available to the actors who were seeking them, which could
have allowed the manager practices to yield expected results. For example,
the networks into which most agents were initialized would rarely trigger the
norm leave and therefore there were fewer moments when agents could break
the rules and generate large returns of social capital. The overall result is
fewer available resources to put manager agents into a join state, which means
fewer groups overall. The implication of this result, in terms of the model, is
that we would have to take much more into consideration about the real-world
initial states of communities and the context in which these practices occur. In
this sense our simulation points us towards the need for real-world empirical
studies and to design ways for initializing groups and group membership at
the start of the simulation. To further validate and test the manager and civic
practices and their impact on social capital measures, we must formalize the
possible social structures in which these practices occur. Real-world data is
needed.
5.3.1 Thinking about the ViSAGE Design. What did we learn about
ViSAGE from these experiments and going through this ﬁrst theory-building
iteration? The main insight concerns the choice of a hybrid agent-based and
parameter learning design for the laboratory. Proponents of agent-based mod-
eling (ABM) argue that ABMs are more transparent and easier to understand
since changes in the system are governed by the actions of individuals, which
are observable and testable at the individual level [Grimm and Railsback 2005;
Epstein1999].Thisisbottom-updesign.Ontheotherhand,parameterlearning
5We will better understand these results if we develop measures that make bridging and bonding
more sophisticated measures. For now our measures are simple network measures, which give too
general a result to see subtle differences in the communities.
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or equation-based modeling (top-down) approaches are computationally easier
to deal with in reverse engineering or learning parameters from real data. We
believe that we can to a better job in the trade-off between the transparency of
ABM and the power of parameter learning. At this point parameter learning
requirements overshadowed the design process of ViSAGE (for example, in the
implementation of the criteria actors use to choose groups). The aspects that
control individual choice are distributed into equations (e.g. ShareAllFrac and
ShareProb) relating components, rather than in algorithms within the com-
ponents themselves, and this produces simulation results that are difﬁcult to
understand and describe. From our simulation experiments we see that as we
begintouseViSAGEwithrealdata,thequestionaboutwhatchoicesindividuals
are really making when entering groups and what information they are using
toenteragroupwilltakeprecedence.AtthatpointViSAGEwilltakeonmoreof
a agent-based approach. At the same time a commitment to machine learning
requires that agent choices are suitably general. As the ABM perspective takes
precedence there will be resistance from those doing machine learning to keep
the models simple as to maintain the possibility of computation.
6. CONCLUSION
In this article we have given a full view of our simulation laboratory, ViSAGE.
We did this by giving some background of social simulation and the purpose
of the laboratory, described each component of the laboratory in detail, in-
cluded an appendix that outlines each function and parameter, and gave an
example. Our hope is that the use of ViSAGE will enable computer scien-
tists and social scientists to study patterns of social organization and devel-
opment across various populations by establishing an experimental system
through which population-level patterns are understood through the action of
individuals.
Our ongoing work addresses the problem of using observed society dynamics
toidentifythemodelparametersinViSAGE(reverseengineering),whichought
to be of interest to the computer science community. These inferred parameters
could then be used to simulate forward to depict the dynamics of real societies,
leading to a better understanding of this complex phenomenon.
APPENDIX
A. CONFIGURATION FILE
A.1 Parameters
(1) Actors: the total number of actors in the population
(2) Groups: the maximum number of groups during the simulation
(3) TimeSteps: the simulation time
(4) LeaderPercent: the fraction of population that are Leader
(5) SocialitePercent: the fraction of population that are Socialite
(6) SCTableR0, SCTableR1, SCTableR2 indicate the value of the table of up-
dating socail capital
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(7) Aplus, Azero, Aminus, Rhoplus, Rhozero, Rhominus and Threshold are
constant for computing the probabilities p+, p0 and p−
(8) BridgingCostType, BridgingParam1, BridgingParam2, BridgingParam3
are constant for computing the bridging cost
(9) BondingCostType, BondingParam1, BondingParam2, BondingParam3
are constant for computing the bonding cost
(10) InteractCostType, InteractParam1, InteractParam2, InteractParam3 are
constant for computing the interaction cost
(11) ExcessType, ChangeBegin, ChangeAmount are constant for computing the
excess capital
(12) InitSocCap: the initial value of social capital per actor
(13) Theta, GammaLeader, GammaSocialite, GammaFollower are constant for
computing SizeAff
(14) QualRange, QualSensitivity are constant for computing QualAff and
ActorAff
(15) ShareAllFrac: the fraction of population that share all the information
(16) ShareProb: the average percentage of information each actor shares if the
actor doesn’t share all the information
(17) PenaltyFun: The switch of using a different penalty function.
A.2 Default Values
Name Default Name Default
Actors 500 InteractCostType 1
Groups 2000 InteractParam1 0.0
TimeSteps 1000 InteractParam2 1.0
LeaderPercent 0.0 InteractParam3 1.0
SocialitePercent 1.0 ExcessType 1
SCTableR0 2.0 1.0 0.0 ChangeBegin 500
SCTableR1 1.0 0.0 −1.0 ChangeAmount 0.0
SCTableR2 0.0 −1.0 −2.0 InitSocCap 0.25
Aplus 1.0 Theta 4.0
Azero 0.75 GammaLeader 1.0
Aminus 1.0 GammaSocialite 6.0
Rhoplus 1.0 GammaFollower 120.0
Rhozero 1.0 QualRange 0.9
Rhominus 1.0 QualSensitivity 0.75
Threshold 0.5 BoundedMaxFrac 1.0
BridgingCostType 1 BoundedMinFrac 1.0
BridgingParam1 0.3 BoundMax 1.0
BridgingParam2 1.0 BoundMin 0.0
BridgingParam3 1.0 ShareAllFrac 1.0
BondingCostType 1 ShareProb 1.0
BondingParam1 0.8 PenaltyFun 0
BondingParam2 1.0 BondingParam3 1.0
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B. LIST OF FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES
B.1 Actor Properties
B.1.1 time
i
k. The amount of time actor i spends in a group k.
B.1.2 rclassi. A real number representing actor i’s class.
B.1.3 δi. The bounded size preference of actor i.
δi = (erclassi − e−rclassi)/(erclassi + e−rclassi).
B.1.4 iclassi. An integer number representing actor i’s class.
iclassi =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1 : Leader, if δi < −0.5
5 : Follower, if δi > 0.5
3 : Socialite, otherwise
.
B.1.5 ri
k =
ρi
k  
j∈Gk ρ
j
k
. Indicates the rank of actor i in group k, where Gk is
the set of all actors in group k and ρi
k = time
i
k ∗ (2 − δi).
B.1.6 qi =
 
ri
k∗|Gk|  
|Gk| . Indicates the qualiﬁcation of actor i, where |Gk| is the
size of group k; the number of actors in group k.
B.2 Group Properties
B.2.1 Qk =
 
i∈Gk qi ∗ ri
k. The qualiﬁcation of group k.
B.3 Excess Resources
The excess resources (Ri
E) for actor i is
Ri
E = Ri − φiLi
br − ψiLi
bo.
B.3.1 Resources. The internal mental and physical resources or capacity
each actor has to engage in social activities at the current time step, t.
Ri =
 
CS
i − η, when ExcessType = 0
1 − η, when ExcessType = 1.
η =
 
0, when t ≤ ChangeBegin
(t − ChangeBegin) ∗ ChangeAmount, when t > changebeginP.
B.3.2 Bridging Social Capital. Li
br =| G : i ∈ G|.
B.3.3 Bonding Social Capital. Li
bo =
 
Gk:i∈Gk ri
k.
B.3.4 BridgingCoefﬁcient.
φi =
⎧
⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎩
BridgingParam1, when BridgingCostType=0
BridgingParam1
 
BridgingParam2+CS
i
 BridgingParam3, when BridgingCostType=1.
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B.3.5 BondingCoefﬁcient.
ψi =
⎧
⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎩
BondingParam1, when BondingCostType = 0
BondingParam1
 
BondingParam2+CS
i
 BondingParam3, when BondingCostType = 1.
B.3.6 CS
i . The returned social capital of actor i. The default initial value
is InitSocCap. See section B.5 for the speciﬁcation of returned social capital.
B.4 Action Probabilities
B.4.1 Normative Action. Actn = max(p+, p0, p−).
B.4.2 Actor Choice. Actc = random(p+, p0, p−).
B.4.2.1 p+ =
p 
+
p 
++p 
0+p 
−.
B.4.2.2 p0 =
p 
0
p 
++p 
0+p 
−.
B.4.2.3 p− =
p 
−
p 
++p 
0+p 
−.
B.4.2.4 p 
+ = Aplus
1+e
−Rhoplus×
 
Ri
E
Threshold
−1
 
B.4.2.5 p 
0 = Azero × e
−Rhozero×
|Ri
E|
Threshold.
B.4.2.6 p 
− = Aminus
1+e
Rhominus×
 
Ri
E
Threshold
+1
 .
B.5 Returned Social Capital Models
The returned social capital function, f CS
i (CS
i , Actn, Actc), speciﬁes how an ac-
tor’s returned social capital changes at each time step.
f CS
i (CS
i , Actn, Actc) = PenaltyW(Actn, Actc) × Penalty(CS
i )
+ RewardW(Actn, Actc) × Reward(CS
i ).
B.5.1 Penalty(C). =
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎩
−0.35 ∗ (0.01C + (1.99C)1.05), if PenaltyFun=0
−0.35 ∗ (C0.5 + 100C), if PenaltyFun=1
−0.35 ∗ (C2 + 100C), if PenaltyFun=2
−1/(1 + e(5.0−10C)), if PenaltyFun=3
.
B.5.2 Reward(C) =−Penalty(1.0 − C).
B.5.3 PenaltyW(Actn, Actc) = 1/
 
1 + e((1+SCTable(Actn,Actc))×5) 
.
B.5.4 RewardW(Actn, Actc) = 1/
 
1 + e((1−SCTable(Actn,Actc))×5) 
.
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B.5.5 SCTable(Actn, Actc).
=
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
SCTableR0[1], when Actn = join and Actc = join
SCTableR0[2], when Actn = join and Actc = stay
SCTableR0[3], when Actn = join and Actc = leave
SCTableR1[1], when Actn = stay and Actc = join
SCTableR1[2], when Actn = stay and Actc = stay
SCTableR1[3], when Actn = stay and Actc = leave
SCTableR2[1], when Actn = leave and Actc = join
SCTableR2[2], when Actn = leave and Actc = stay
SCTableR2[3], when Actn = leave and Actc = leave
.
B.6 Actor and Group Fitting
B.6.1 Group Join Probablility. The probability for actor i to join group k
where Di is the set of groups that actor i can possibly join.
PJ
i
k =
SizeAff
i
k ∗ QualAff
i
k  
j∈Di SizeAff
i
j ∗ QualAff
i
j
.
B.6.2 Group Leave Probablility. The probability for actor i to leave group
k based on a set of groups of which the actor has membership, Gk.
PL
i
k =
Rep
i
k  
i∈G j Rep
i
j
.
B.6.3 Size Afﬁnity. The afﬁnity an actor, i, has for a group, k, based on the
actor’s preferred size.
SizeAff
i
k =
1
  × Theta
iclassi × (|Gk|+2)(iclassi−1) × e−(|Gk|+2)/Theta,
 (iclassi + 1) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
GammaLeader, if the actor is a leader
GammaSocialite, if the actor is a socialite
GammaFollower, if the actor is a follower.
B.6.4 Qualiﬁcation Afﬁnity. The afﬁnity an actor, i, has for a group, k,
based on a comparison between the actor’s qualiﬁcations and the group’s qual-
iﬁcations.
QualAff
i
k = QualRange + (1 − QualRange) × (1 + tanh(ξ))/2,
ξ =
 
QualSensitivity × (Qk − qi)/qi,i f qi  = 0
QualSensitivity, otherwise.
B.6.5 Group’s Actor Afﬁnity. The afﬁnity a group, k, has for an actor, i,
based on a comparison between the group’s qualiﬁcations and the actor’s qual-
iﬁcations.
ActorAff
i
k = QualRange + (1 − QualRange) × (1 + tanh(ξ))/2,
ξ =
 
QualSensitivity × (qi − Qk)/Qk,i f Qk  = 0
QualSensitivity, otherwise .
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B.6.6 Repulsion. The repulsion actor i has for a group, k, based on a set of
groups the actor is currently associated with, Gk, and size preference.
Rep
i
k =
 
1 −
ri
k  
j∈Gk r
j
k
 
×
 
1 − SizeAff
i
k
 
.
C. OBTAINING VISAGE
At present ViSAGE is available at no charge under the MIT open source soft-
ware license by contacting Hung-Ching Chen (chen3@cs.rpi.edu). We intend to
make ViSAGE available online in the near future.
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